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1. The Bible mentions both      and      spirits. 
There is a division between     spirit, good and    spirits, 
whether personal or impersonal, that       your spirit, and the 
spirit      sense coming from your spirit. 
 
2. We must “   ” the spirits coming from ours and other people’s spirits to 
make sure they are of    . 
 
3. There is a      possibility that we may not realize it when our 
spirit is putting off the      spirit. 
The fullness of the Holy Spirit is the Holy Spirit so        
your spirit that no spirit that is a     spirit is    to do so. 
 
4. Victory in the area of the      others sense coming from you is 
more important than victory in the area of      others see you doing. 
It is good to obey the           of the law. It is better to obey the    
of the law. 
If you get the      area right, then the      will 
eventually take care of themselves, but just getting certain      right 
gives no guarantee at all that      actions will be right. 
It is     important to have victory over the      of 
anger than over outward       of anger. 
Where there is      in the      there is far 
more likely to be victory in the outward      . 
 
5. There is no Biblical      for either anger or a spirit of anger. 
God’s anger is      and produces         . 
Man’s anger is      and produces         . 
God can      get angry and then       
take actions that man cannot        take because man is 
   God. 
The purpose of wrath is     . Vengeance is    given 
to you or me. 
God doesn’t delegate or give His wrath to      . 
 
The results of an angry spirit in the pulpit: 
1. Continual      among pastor and deacons, pastor and people, and 

people and people. 
2. Empty pews and people going to churches that don’t preach the              . 
3. A plague of anger is spread throughout     ,              , 

and     . 



4. Vengeance is being handled by someone not Biblically       
to handle it. 

5. It causes us to lose the battle to spread God’s      among the 
nations of the world. 

 
That which allows Satan to take      in a person’s life cannot be 
considered to be something     . 
 
There are two problems with the world’s reasoning about controlling anger: 
1. Anger is     something you can properly control. 
You cannot have a little    , a little    , a little 
   , or a little     . 
 
2. The world’s     about controlling anger causes us to     
God’s way to control anger. 
God’s way to control any wrong emotion is to put the     under Christ 
and His Word, then have the mind tell the     what to do so that the 
     of anger is unplugged before it gets turned on. 
 
10 Steps to Conquer the Spirit of Anger: 
1. Recognize the      and its     . 
Denial destroys     for help. 
2. Desire the      enough to cry out to    . 
3. Repent of the   . 
4. Confess the sin of the       and ask God to break any 
     coming down the generations. 
5. Ask God to take back the      Satan has taken because of anger. 
6. See the connection between      and      
in Matthew 5:21-32. 
7. Watch for      and      that are going to 
come your way to make you     . 
8. Purpose to enter the presence of family members and business associates with  
   . 
Praise is a     , a    , and a         . 
9. Ask God      to fill you with the      Spirit 
and to produce the     of the Holy Spirit in your life. 
10. Make yourself fully      . 
 


